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1. Introduction: Questions of Hylomorphic Relations

(a) What types of relation are most suitable for each n-tuple of contributors (e.g., identity,
part-whole, or some other relation)?

(b) What direction should each relation have (e.g., is form prior to matter and the
compound, or is the compound prior to matter and form)?

(1) The SAMENESS or PRIORITY Question (SP).
(2) The PART-WHOLE Question (PW).
(3) The UNITY Question (U).
(4) The MODAL Question (M).

2. The Causal-Explanatory Model (CEM) Introduced

APo II.1-2: four interrelated questions of scientific inquiry:

(a) whether something exists;
(b) what it is;
(c) whether something is the case; or whether an attribute belongs to an object; and
(d) why something is the case; or why an attribute belongs to an object.

Epistemic Interdependencies:

-Knowing the existence of a phenomenon & grasping that an attribute belongs to a
type of object.

-Knowing the essence of a type of process & explanatory/demonstrative knowledge.

Metaphysical interdependencies:

-Existence & ‘fact’.

-Essence and cause.

Explanation/Demostration:

Noise of type N belongs to every quenching of fire of type Q.

Quenching of fire of type Q belongs to all clouds of type C.

Noise of type N belongs to all clouds of type C.

Definition:

Thunder =def noise of type N belonging to clouds of type C brought on by quenching
of fire of type Q.

Middle term picks out essence/cause.

CEM explanation/demonstration in bare bones:

A belongs to all Bs.

B belongs to all Cs.

A belongs to all Cs.
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CEM definition schema:

D =def A belonging to C because of B.

Met. Z.17 & H.4: Extension to Artefacts and Substances: Explanation/Demonstration:

Having a certain arrangement belongs to being a human (the kind’s essence).

Being a human belongs to a body made of flesh, bones, etc.

Having a certain arrangement belongs to a body made of flesh, bones, etc.

Definition:

Human =def a type of living body made of flesh, bones, etc. with a certain arrangement
because of being a human.

Circularity? Middle term picks out essence (logikōs) = cause. Different cases different
causes. Questions (b) & (d) are answered at the same time: single, common answer.

CEM & hylomorphism?

D: determinate substance-kind: e.g., human; horse. Compound type-object.
Explanandum & definiendum.

C: in processes: primary subject undergoing a change; in substances: matter. By itself
indeterminate but determinable, unless together with A-term: shape, arrangement,
configuration, structure; or/and together with B-term: efficient, final,... cause.

A or B (formal items) need not be at extremely high level of complexity: e.g., ‘a piece
of bronze of a certain shape’ determinate but relevant form is the chemical nature of
bronze itself (not shape of statue or related final cause).

By itself C: type of subject with some material characteristics (e.g., this type of object
having an animal body); or determinable feature (e.g., having an animal body; being
metallic); or determinable disjunction of fairly determinate material features (e.g.,
being made of either bronze or iron or steel or...).

Back to A-term: structure, configuration, arrangement, shape; ‘shapy’ features. Met.
H.2-4: differentiae of certain materials; what matter actually is.

B-term: essence, what-it-is-to-be, or what makes the matter, C, and the compound, D,
what they are: determinant. Cause, principle of being, & (for certain beings) nature.
Specific type of cause depends on definiendum under discussion.

DDD analogy:

Matter: determinable.

Species/substance-kind compound: determinate.

B/essence/form/cause: determinant.
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B: specific way of being for matter; what yields the determinate compound, D, by
determining matter. Hence: B the essence/form; primary explanans of the substance-kind and
its necessary features; dominant segment of D’s definiens. Determinant.

Complications

(i) Essence/form & definition: broad or narrow.

D =def A belonging to C because of B.

Broad: entire definiens (Met. H.4: ‘account in which the cause is clear’). B-term
present.

Narrow & unclear: only in non-causal terms: A’s belonging to C. 1st segment of the
definiens: non-causal/explanatory; an explanandum on a par with the ‘official’
explanandum/definiendum, D. Common explanans: cause B. Still A–C part of D’s
essence: D’s ‘defective’ or ‘incomplete’ definition.

(ii) D and A—C equivalent or even the same. APo II & different questions of scientific
inquiry: definiendum-term, ‘D’, and the non-explanatory segment of the definiens, ‘A
belonging to C’, signify the same.

(iii) CEM & hylomorphism again. Two competitors for matter? Is C is the matter, or
is the entire connection A–C the matter? A is ‘form-like’; what matter actually is; so is
C by itself matter? But A is some matter’s own intimate, non-causal, or non-basically-
causal features; so the whole A—C matter?

(iv) Role of form in CEM? If matter is C by itself, while A is ‘form-like’, what is the
role of B? A second form, alongside A? Formal over-determination of D? If matter is
A—C, could A be form-like, i.e. ‘what matter actually is’?

Two ways to tackle (iii) & (iv):

(a) B, as determinant, directly determines each of C and A separately. But why do the
two separate explananda, A and C, ‘fit together’? Why does A belong to C if the
determinant, B, operates separately on each of these two items?

(b) Determinant B directly causally responsible for the form-like item, A. But through
A it indirectly operates on the matter, C. By transitivity: B indirectly and ultimately
determines the matter, C.

Attractiveness of (b):

- Corroborated by Aristotle’s process examples. Extension to artefact & natural
substance cases?

- It explains why A, though ‘form-like’, is NOT fundamental: an intermediate
determinant, cause, or explanans: derivative formal & causal character. Cf. Met. Θ.8 
& ‘transitive’ capacities, their activities, and the related final goal (1050a23-34).
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- Implications for which term discharges the role of matter in CEM. Claims:

(i) Definiendum-term, ‘D’, necessarily co-extensive or even identified with ‘A
belonging to C’. Or: D = A–C.

(ii) D: determinate definiendum/explanandum.

Hence: (iii) A—C, too, determinate & definiendum/explanandum.

(iv) The form, B, is the determinant of not only D but also of A—C as a whole.

So: (v) the determinable matter in CEM should be the C-term by itself.

For both D and A—C are determinate in virtue of the ultimate determinant, B, the
form. But they do not wear their determinant on their sleeve.

A diagram for CEM & hylomorphism (block arrows: what each term stands for; thin arrows:
explanatory, causal, & determination relations and their direction):

Determinate (Compound) Determinate Ultimate Determinant (Form)

D =def A belonging to C because of B

Intermediate Determinable

Determinant (Matter)

(Form-like)

3. CEM and the Modal Question (M)

As determinant form makes matter a determinate type of thing. Without form: matter not a
real entity but only abstract & merely determinable feature/thing with such a feature.

Preventing M from arising: nonsensical to ask the modal question ‘is “it”, the matter,
contingently or essentially enformed by “its” corresponding form?’ No proper or robust
referent for the pronoun ‘it’.

Form renders matter an ‘it’ by making matter what it is: what-it-is-to-be for matter; principle
& cause in virtue of which the matter is some definite type of thing (Z.17, 1041a9-10; b7-9);
determinate & determinate-making entity; ‘this something’ (tode ti; Metaph. Δ.8, 1017b24-
26; Z.3, 1029a27-30; H.1, 1042a28-29); ‘precisely what a certain type of thing is’ (hoper ti;
hoper tode ti; Z.4, 1030a3-7); ‘determinate’ item (Θ.7, 1049a34-b2, tode ti form vs ahoriston
matter).

Diagnosis about M: usual replies lead to inconsistency: matter both contingently and
essentially enformed. Solutions lead to dilemma:

1st Horn: ‘Two Matters’. The inconsistency does not arise: not the same matter both
contingently & essentially enformed. Two versions:
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(a) Matter just contingently enformed. But also: matter by itself has no
character or being; indefinable & unknowable; so second type of matter with
essential character bestowed upon it by form: essentially thus-and-so
enformed.

(b) Matter just essentially enformed. If it were not thus-and-so enformed, it
would not be that sort of matter (homonymy thesis). But also second type of
matter: non-enformed. Lack of parsimony. Different strands: (quasi-)
functionalism; spiritualism.

Difference? (a) focuses on contingently enformed matter; (b) reverses focus.

2nd Horn: No Matter (and perhaps also No Form) at all. Form & matter abstractions in
thought from the same compound. Matter & form ‘fit together’ as abstract aspects of
the same one thing, the compound (‘compound first’; ‘non-explanatory’ view).

Suggestion: dissolve the ‘two matters versus no matter at all’ dilemma: the question ‘does it,
the matter, relate contingently or essentially to form?’ does not arise at all. No proper ‘it’ for
the question to arise: material items, by themselves, are, or consist of, merely determinable
features/things characterised by such features. No proper entity to be contingently or
essentially related to form: only determinates are specific types of entity with essential or
contingent features.

Implications:

Predicates/terms corresponding to material, determinable features/objects with such
features are NOT devoid of sense.

Rather: such linguistic items are meaningful; sentences which use such items
grammatically are well-formed.

But determinable material items not fully-fledged real-world features/objects with
such features: not determinate entities at all. They can/do hold good of certain types
of object. Important role in our pre-definitional, non-explanatory, non-causal
understanding.

Only determinates can underwrite objective distinctions between different types of
thing or play real-world causal roles. In CEM what is fundamentally real, the form,
makes the compound and the related matter the types of entity they are by
determining them through some or other of the four Aristotelian causal routes.

Two difficulties:

(a) Matter as merely determinable could be any of the determinates (at the same level
of specificity) falling under it. Does it have an essential relation to some or other
among the (mutually incompatible) determinate disjuncts under it? –No:
indeterminate which disjunct matter is essentially related to.

(b) Ultimately prime matter is the matter of, or underlies, every (material) object? Cf.
determinables (transitivity). Underlying/being the matter of: transitive? –Not
necessarily: nothing wrong with thinking of prime matter as the highest/most abstract
determinable; but causal-explanatory work done by ‘underlying/being the matter of’ is
carried out by proximate matter (Met. Θ.7). 
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4. Developing CEM’s Reply to the Modal Question (M)

From DDD analogy:

Matter by itself/isolated C cannot be bona fide part of definiens of existent type of
compound, D. Only existent, determinate type of entity can be part of the explanatory
essence of another existent, determinate type of thing.

Matter, C, insofar as it is part of an explanatory essence: always C in a specific way,
made determinate first by its characteristic ‘shapy’ A features & ultimately by the
cause, B, the form.

Cf. being a geometrical solid: merely a definition by abstraction; not real-world
explanatory & causal order but just a mundane truth. Without the determinant, we
may err in our selection of a determinate disjunct. Specific way of being a solid is
fixed by the relevant determinant, the analogue of form, B, in CEM.

Aristotle’s own attitude to defining natural, perceptible, & changeable (kinds of)
objects in terms of abstractions in thought: in maths ‘no errors arise’ but in natural
science errors do arise: falsities; explanatory inadequacies (Phys. II.2, 193b31-194a7).

DDD analogy & example of saw (Phys. II.9, 200a7-13 and 24-29; DePartAn. I.1, 642a10-
14):

Being metallic/being of metal constitution (C-term): part of account of saw & of its
capacity to cut or divide (wood, metal, salt, glass, or...) in a certain way.

Specific way of being metallic, e.g., with blade- & teeth-involving way (A-term):
determined by form, B: capacity to cut/divide in a certain fashion; final cause of
successfully performing the function of cutting/dividing in the relevant manner.

Fundamentally, B, form identified with final cause, determines matter, C, through the
intermediate determinant, A (by transitivity).

Implications:

(a) Not only matter, C, determinable but also intermediate determinant, A, itself quasi-
determinable: insofar as it is directly determined by the form-cause, B, A itself should
possess some sort of determinability; insofar as it determines directly matter, C, A
also has a determinant aspect parasitic upon B’s fundamentally determinant operation.

(b) Using DDD analogy & CEM to resolve M. Matter, C, not an independent
conjunct; not actually determinate existent; merely determinable; by itself not proper
subject of metaphysical predication; by itself not contingently or essentially anything.
Referring to or describing it as a determinate item possible only by reference to the
‘shapy’ A-features & ultimately the form B.

(c) Is CEM (involving DDD analogy) a variant of the ‘Two Matters’ view? –No.
Matter, if real, existent, determinate entity (but not merely determinable or abstract),
is essentially how the determinant, form B, renders it: genuine, single type of matter,
specific matter of compound, D. Not any extra separate/different single, unified,
determinate matter which is only contingently related to a certain form B. Rather,
mere determinable; not proper entity; not yet/by itself essentially or contingently
anything at all.
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(d) Matter-signifying predicates/terms NOT meaningless; merely abstract, generic,
disjunctive meaning (cf. standard determinable-signifying linguistic items). But, if &
when determinable matter is operated upon by the determinant form, B, corresponding
matter-signifying term acquires specific/definite meaning due to its union with the
shape-signifying A-term. This union established by the determinant/form-signifying
B-term.

Worry: matter subject of metaphysical predication, of which form is said (Metaph. Z.3,
1028b36-1029a5; Z.13, 1038b2-6; Θ.7, 1049a27-36); ‘this wood’ as picking out a genuine 
subject of metaphysical predication (APo. I.22, 83a1-20). But in my view matter merely
determinable: undermining/eradicating its status as such a subject?

Possible reply:

Starting-point: indefinite reference (Searle; Sommers). My view of matter as merely
determinable: all matter-signifying linguistic items have an indefinite reference. Two
(at least) cases:

(i) Straightforwardly indefinite reference: ‘wood’, ‘being wooden’, ‘some
wood’, where no count nouns, definite articles, or any other such devices are
present.

(ii) ‘This wood’ or ‘this/the subject, substratum, object, or type of object
which is made of wood’; demonstrative phrases, pronouns, etc. present;
superficially stable definite reference; not entirely secure without adding
formal terms: intermediate case.

How to secure definite reference?

(1) Complementing such phrases with count-nouns/similar terms signifying shape,
form, or definite kind. E.g.: ‘this plank-shaped piece of wood’; ‘this cylindrical lump
of wood’; etc. Signifying low-level cases of matter but accompanied by formal terms:
NOT matter by itself achieving any definite reference.

(2) Coupling with ostensive devices, demonstrative pronouns, other similar phrases:
‘this here now wood’; ‘this/the wood before me’; etc. For Aristotle: a starting-point
for definite reference but not any stability or scientific robustness. Cf. perceptible
particular items by themselves, latched onto ostensively or demonstratively: not
properly definable/knowable; they may be not actually perceived; unclear whether
they are or are not what they essentially are; when not actually perceived, they may
perish (Met. Z.10, 1036a5-7; Z.15, 1039b27-1040a7).

(3) Material terms have quasi-definite reference: cf. determinable-signifying terms;
e.g., ‘being a geometrical solid’ & feature of being a geometrical shape extended in
three dimensions; ‘a/the geometrical solid’ & a/the object which has the relevant
feature. Or: reference to disjunction of specific features/objects with such features:
being either a sphere or a cube or a cone or...; or a/the object which is either of these
sorts of solid. Analogously: material terms refer to (e.g.) being made of either bronze
or iron or...; or to items such as the generic chemical character of being metallic (e.g.,
being an electrical and thermal conductor, hard, opaque, shiny, malleable, fusible,
ductile, etc.). Difference from (2): modal status non-contingent.
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Why are such necessary cases as in (3) not sufficient to secure a robust definite reference for
material terms?

APo. I.4-5 and I.33: necessary that every triangle be either scalene or isosceles or
scalene; but ‘proof’ from this merely necessary but non-essential feature NOT a
genuine case of scientific (causal & explanatory) grasp. Proper demonstration: from
triangle’s essential features, a triangle as such or as a single unified kind (APo. I.5,
74a25-32; I.4, 73a34-b32). ‘Knowing’ from merely necessary features at most
reliable, true belief; NOT proper, causal, explanatory, or stable knowledge (APo. I.33,
89a19-23; 33-37; b3-6). Even if fairly reliable, terms latching onto merely necessary
features of matter could not have solid definite reference; contrast reference of
scientific, essence/form-based terms.

Three remarks:

(a) Both (2) and (3) modally defective in some or other fashion.

(b) Both (2) and (3) suggest that there are ‘penumbral’ ways for material terms to
achieve a reduced type of reference; reduced way for material terms by themselves to
signify subjects, substrata, objects, or types of object, appropriate for forms to be
metaphysically predicated of. Subjecthood of matter secured.

(c) Conflation between fundamentally different sorts of entity in my examples of
determinable matter: material features; things with such features; corresponding
disjunctions? See two competing views of prime matter:

David Charles: abstract or logical object, a highest determinable sort of object.

Frank Lewis: second-level (not second-order) property of things; functional
property possessed by virtue of a thing’s possessing certain sorts of first-level
causal properties (such as being material in specific form-determined ways)
which realise the relevant functions.

Can we successfully side with just a single camp in this debate? –No. We need matter
with some weakly object-like aspects to underwrite its substratum-, subject- or object-
like character. But also: matter as feature- or property-like to dissolve the received
dilemma about M: matter by itself is not a proper object at all; not genuinely
denotable by any ‘it’. Moreover, matter (with Lewis) a feature had in virtue of first-
level determinate features, which owe their specificity to the determinant form, B.


